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A perfect smokey eye – Normal to Soft & more! Other titles by this writer include: How to be a Professional Make-up
Artist - ISBN B00AZO9KGQ Makeup Artist Encounter Charts - ISBN 1522744509 Makeup Artist Eyesight Charts - ISBN
1523323728 Makeup Artist Lip Charts - ISBN 1539588777 Makeup Artist Brow Charts - ISBN 153959369X Make-up
Artist Asian Face Charts - ISBN 153958917X Makeup Artist Bridal Encounter Charts - ISBN 1539580024 Makeup Artist
Male Encounter Charts - ISBN 1539589986 Makeup Artist Face Shape Charts - ISBN 1539590909 Make-up Artist
Contour & Highlight Charts - ISBN 1539592499 Across its three sections, the lead covers: A retrospective research on
what the smokey eyes technique evolved and changed across the centuries The 4 basic smokey eye styles and some of
their most enticing variants The essential tools needed to attain a flawless smokey attention (including the right
brushes & eyeshadows, and where you can store for them) How to prep eyes correctly for smokey eyes Concealing,
blending and shading pro methods Tips & tips on how to achieve beautiful lashes (everything you need to know on
curling, applying mascara and using falsies) How to perfect the nude lip, the fail-secure complement to smokey eye A
step-by-step information to applying 28 smokey eyes appears, from Light & essentially the most coveted make-up
technique on earth - can immediately take any girl from Plain Jane to Diva Divine building precious self-confidence. Gina
expectations her Complete Instruction to Smokey Eye will inspire an incredible number of women to use their eyes
because the accurate weapon of seduction they are really! By using professional makeup artist, Gina M. THE ENTIRE
Guide to Smokey Eyes compiles the author’s tips, methods and insider knowledge using one of the very most glamorous
makeup techniques known to women: the sultry smokey. Gina’s skills and knowledge will simplify and redefine the
smokey eyes technique forever, helping every girl achieve effortless smokey eye at home. Understanding this technique
through the eye and terms of a make-up artist will make all of the difference, especially since every look is usually
illustrated with full step-by-step guidelines. Sultry to Full-on Drama & Reyna, you can discover all the secrets to a show-
stopping gaze.
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 Very thorough and detailed. Another fine volume by Gina Reyna. Second-I love learning techniques to better my make-
up game. Ideal for both beginners and those more advanced in make-up. She does give guidelines for various skin tones
as well. I’ve learned a whole lot. As I said, she gives extremely good detailed instructions step-by-step. And by the end of
the book, she's a very good set of items (brushes, eyeshadow, etc), at various different price ranges, websites were you
can purchase products plus titles of You Tube video Makeup Performers (Two of my favorites produced her list) that you
could follow-up with.The book covers the following sections: A retrospective study on what the smokey eye technique
evolved and changed across the centuries, The 4 simple smokey eye styles and some of their most enticing variations,
the essential tools had a need to achieve a flawless smokey eye (including the right brushes & Thank you Gina! The EYES
own it! Gina writes about the annals of it (believe me it's short), explains the looks through the years (short aswell) so
you possess a better understanding of the how to get and perform the various looks here in the book. It’s helped my
Facebook parties. Understand this book you won’t regret it Loved great break down of Smokey eyes Highly
Recommend!!! This book is strictly what I've been looking for!!!This is DEFINITELY for women who LOVE makeup or
simply WANT TO LEARN THE CORRECT WAY TO OBTAIN THE LOOK! Gina fundamentally holds your hand and walks you
through step-by-step approaches for well more than a dozen Smokey vision shadow looks for day, night time and
complete GLAM. I enjoyed her item recommendations.” Gina Reyna has gathered information regarding the cosmetic
industry that rivals the very best of books on the occupation of Cosmetic enhancement and the those who are proud
artists in their field.Men may not read this publication for information about the nitty gritty of techniques, but peeking
in on just how women discover how to make themselves more beautiful is a lesson worthy of admiration. This is a must
read for anyone seeking to enhance their skills in creating the smokey eye look. The Complete Guide to Smokey Eyes
Superb book for smokey eyes Five Stars Good for beginners. You find out so much. Best book ever This is the best I have
ever read. ‘Them There Eye……’ “… you don’t need a makeup pro to appear to be a million bucks.!! When I purchase these
books they to add to my skills mainly because a makeup artist. They are a reference for me. Knowledge is power.! I
intend to try all the smokey attention appears illustrated in this publication! Her first book, a `Comprehensive Guidebook
for Beginners' went further than that any in offering assets and lists exploring make-up styles, the various tools of the
trade (a lot more intensive than one might imagine), the education and training for the various levels of those who enter
the field, the variants for employments versus freelancing, legal issues including licensing and what the make-up artists
can and cannot perform under law. And today she takes on a more one on one stance with the reader, teaching
professional approaches for daytime wearable to ultra glamorous sultry eye makeup.Gina opens her book with an Launch
that says so much abut her as an expert and as a beauty coach: ‘I once heard a quote that made me personally smile: “I
have an irrational fear of wasting a perfect smokey eye on an insignificant day time.” It reminded me nevertheless that
lots of women believe a perfect smokey eye can only be achieved with the help of a makeup professional. They are
convinced they could under no circumstances nail this technique themselves, when it’s just them and the mirror. So I
thought “prove them wrong”. Grady Harp, December 15 I'll DEFINITELY be practicing and perfecting and incorporating a
few of the appears to my makeup video game. eyeshadows, and where you can shop for them), how exactly to prep eyes
properly for smokey eye, concealing, blending and shading pro methods, tips & techniques on how best to achieve
beautiful lashes (all you need to learn on curling, applying mascara and using falsies), how to ideal the nude lip, the fail-
secure complement to smokey eyes, and a step-by-step instruction to applying 32 smokey vision looks, from Light &
Natural to Soft & Sultry to Full-on Drama.! I gave this book five stars-first I love makeup. Therefore Gina does in this
well crafted and illustrated book that rivals her personal first publication in quality and technique of presentation.
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